RUSHANE NELSON
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION- U.S.M.

As a third year Biological Sciences (BSc) student I believe my experience has qualified me to
execute the duties of this office for the benefit of all, as I currently serve this noble
institution as the assistant vice-president for academics of the North Jamaica Club and as a
member of the university’s debate team. These responsibilities have endowed me with a
greater appreciation for the academic possibilities of our institution, as well as critical
thinking and solution oriented vision.
Academic success is, and has always been an unquenchable passion of mine, and coupled
with my desire to advance the interest of my colleagues while creating an indispensable
legacy has resulted in my being particularly motivated to take on this daunting challenge.
The pursuit of university education is a challenging endeavor, however during my term of
office I will make our academic tenure as Northern Caribbean University students more
fulfilling by:
 Making the Library more user-friendly.
 Improving the performance and relevance of academic clubs and societies.
 Provide certification for student workers in their respective area of work to make them
more marketable.
 Making technology work for us by implementing:


“Cyber Shelf”- a database of books for rental sale or loan to facilitate the free
and efficient trade of textbooks.

 Obtaining better results/feedback for the course evaluations done on “Aeorion” and any
other such academic evaluation.
 Advocating for more practical methodology in the instructing of courses.
 Create the potential for an increase in the NCU student population by forging
relationships with proximal schools.
My vision is to create a legacy that will see Northern Caribbean University become the
university of choice through the most effective endorsement; a satisfied customer base.
Let us rise to a new standard; an A+ for all of us. DON’T VOTE IN VAIN, VOTE RUSHANE!
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